
West End Association meeting, West End Roon YMCA 
Tuesday March 26th 2019 
Meeting called to order 6:00PM 
 
Introductions made counter-clockwise around the room 
 
Sign In Sheet: 
JoAnn Mount 
Mark Lively 
Margaret Hermann 
Becky Gibson 
Bill Gibson 
Ellen Knott 
Clint Buss 
Dan Anthony 
Breonte Guy 
Matt Early 
Dan Bradley 
Rob Ulery 
Jim & Anita Conrad 
Walter Fox 
John Merschel 
 
 
 
City Urban Forester (Guest speaker, Derek Renegar) 
●    WS native, left for college out west, returned afterwards, Worked with Lusk Tree service for 
some time. City office of Urban Forester has staff of 10. 4000 Miles of city streets to maintain. 
Within West End, works with HRC when removal requires a COA. Dead, diseased or dying 
determinations to manage risk. 
●    Dan Anthony asked about city right of way with trees overhanging street. Answer that 
people must have free passage. Height clear up to 8 feet. 
●    John Merschel asked about specific of when a decaying tree can be taken down and the 
answer is that it depends. All trees have forms of decay to some extent and the size and 
location of a cavity can influence risk. Note also location of tree and surrounding property as 
well. 
●    Becky Gibson asked about workshops to homeowners to better inform of risk. 
●    Margaret Herman about removing ivy. Suggests having ivy removed preventively to extend 
lifespan of tree. 
●    Dan Bradley asked about the process of removing ivy and how bark comes with it. Answer 
to remove a swath from ground to perhaps 5 feet. 
●    Breonte Guy asked about neighbors trees and liability. Answer that if you feel neighbor's 
tree may damage your property, send a certified letter to document your concern. Secondary 



question about Ailanthus spreading. Answer that the city is not actively trying to remove any 
specific species. Answer also on spraying techniques. 
●    Bill Gibson established the process by which HRC contacts the city forester, and then what 
role that office plays in the process. Response that they just determined if dead, diseased or 
dying, Second question professional organizations - Answer that member of International 
Arboriculture and Southern Arboriculture. Explanation of ethical treatment of trees. 
●    Rob Ulery asked  about ivy in Hanes Park along Glade Street. Some groups have been 
issued permits (for pruning). 
●    Becky Gibson asked about smaller trees along Hanes Park along Hawthorne Road that 
have orange paint. Not marked by arborist. Supposition that it is for fiber optic cabling and some 
discussion of what that plan is. MLA would likely have the plan. 
●    Margaret Herman asked if planting strips were in the city right of way. Yes, and the city is 
trying to select appropriate size trees for the earth size to avoid damage to tree and streets / 
sidewalks. 
●    Ellen Knott asked about Linden trees (on Overbrook). Answer that they are great trees but 
attract aphids which results in sticky mess from aphid excrement. 
●    Walter Fox asked about adding a planting row. He has recently finished replacing a retaining 
wall and has a strip of earth left that could be made into a planting strip. He was advised to 
contact Streets Department and then request a COA. 
●    Derek left business card / contact info with group. 
 
 
Minutes approved - Approved online previously, but Margaret noted that it was actually the City 
Arborist / Urban Forester that was visiting this meeting, not someone from Lusk (minutes 
immediately corrected and online document updated). 
 
HRC (John Merschel) 
 
Note of an rumored request about widening sidewalk for business along Summit. Really not a 
HRC issue, comes down to city zoning. Not sure it is necessarily a “good idea” but not HRC. 
Mark suggested checking with Jeff MacIntosh who knows more of the actual plan. John 
mentioned checking jurisdiction between Streets Department and others. Plan includes Holly 
Trees limited to 10’ height. 
 
Traffic calming announcement for 4th street. Two sided page talking about COA’s and then 
traffic calming. Discussion of granite curbing being used for bump outs. Breonte corresponded 
to show that indeed the city has recently done granite near the park. Group skeptical of what 
was committed verbally concerning future plans and encouraged to get things in writing. 
 
Parking problems mentioned by Clint and also cobblestones would solve traffic calming issues 
but surely cost would be exorbitant . Discussion of how WEA got parking enforced once in the 
past and there was great pushback from neighbors. John expressed how difficult it is to get 
anything done toward traffic calming so something is better than nothing. The plan may not 



specify granite, but it should. Bill suggested approving but specifying the materials should be 
historic. Local neighbors want granite. 
 
Clint asked about fence going up at NW corner of WEB and First Street. John will find out. 
 
 
Treasurer’s Report (David Elam) 
 
Insurance questioned as to why it was so much. Mark explained that when we stopped doing 
Arts Fest some thought it would go down, but the real liability is the Homes Tour. Worth asking 
then again about renewal. 
 
Membership up, numbers reported. 
 
Social Activities (JoAnn Mount) 
 
Easter Egg Hunt - Melissa O’Sullivan is not available this year. Still looking for someone to play 
the bunny. Saturday before Easter (details coming in newsletter). 
 
Baseball game - Dan Bradley volunteered to help organize something. Suggestion came in for a 
Thirsty Thursday. Mid to late July probable. 
 
Bill Gibson suggested a WEA softball game. Mark and Dan had thought of this before. The new 
softball field is going in at the corner of Sunset and Glade. Jim asked when the field might be 
done and no one was sure - weather dependent. Mark mentioned recently receiving 
architectural plans for the park showing stone staircases, stone wall and observation platform in 
that area, 
 
Music in the park? Yay or Nay? Issue being low attendance. Food as a solution to raise 
attendance. Ice Cream? Food Trucks require closing the road. Cafe Gelato? Timing? Best for 
summer likely. Cost of musicians is not too high, but getting attendance is the issue. Multiple 
folks mentioned how music at Grace Court helped them meet their neighbors. Agreement 
something should be done but not sure what. Tabled for now. 
 
July 4th PicNic - Dan Bradley said he could fill in for Mark and then Frank Johnson brings the 
Chicken. Kids parade is a standard - there should be a better picnic area soon. Have Jeff 
Macintosh organize a ribbon cutting as the park work completes 
 
JoAnn mentioned new residents welcome. Bill Gibson mentioned renters need to be included. 
Mention of getting word out about the HRC. 
 
JoAnn mentioned Flea Market. Becky Gibson asked about the purpose. 
 



Safety Committee (Matt Early) 
 
April meeting coming soon. Matt mentioned that a specific “beat” officer assigned to 
neighborhood after discussing the possibility with Officer Weigel. Vehicle Safety and Break-Ins 
primary concerns. Vacation safety tips. Best ways the watch can help the WSPD and Q&A with 
the audience. Also overview of what the watch is and what methods are used. 
 
Article coming for pending newsletter. 
 
New Business 
 
Dan Bradley mention of Augsburg Lutheran rehabilitating several parts of the property. Asked 
about removing the two houses - each side of the sanctuary. One is home to Young Life and the 
other is the “Troutman” house closer to Broad. Both houses are listed as contributing to the 
overlay district. Becky asked if they had a plan for the properties or just want to tear them down. 
Dan did his best to inform them of the role of the HRC but felt he needed to communicate their 
desire. Suggestion to get someone to sit down with the folks at Augsburg to help them 
determine. 
 
Ellen - Saturday 9-Noon Creek Week cleanup at Hanes Park. 100th Year anniversary of Hanes 
Park. Part of keep WS Beautiful. Newsletter may not get out in time. 
 
JoAnn asked if anyone from WEA wanted to volunteer for the Big Chill / Shalom Project - July 
21st at Bailey park. It used to be at Grace Court long ago. Mark suggested that we could 
sponsor Care Gelato (Cisco) to participate. 
 
Adjourned 7:55PM 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 


